
THE THREE

TYPES OF

MUSICIANS

"LEADERSHIP ISN’T ABOUT YOU POSSESSING ALL
GIFTS. IT’S ABOUT YOU IDENTIFYING GIFTS IN

OTHERS AND SHEPHERDING THEM TOWARD THEIR
GIFTING."



THE 3 TYPES OF MUSICIANS

1. DREAMERS

2 Types:

A. Delusional

-delusional dreamers believe that if they can make it on stage, they will be loved and
accepted….and they will receive all the percs that come with being KNOWN/FAMOUS. They
watch “The Voice”, “American Idol”…and want to be like THOSE people.
-We tend to be scared to have the conversation with them because we believe that their world
will fall apart if they are told that this might not be their gifting.

Solution

    -Love them by being honest. It’ll save them time waisted. Most true Delusional Dreamers
won’t believe you. Their family thinks they're great...but everyone's family thinks you're great.
    -Cast vision for their true gifting

B. Authentic

-These dreamers are gifted and should dream of maximizing their gift for the GLORY OF GOD. 
-Get behind them…equip them…pray for them. 

2. HOBBYISTS     

-Many musicians fall into this category.
-It's not necessarily a negative thing

A. Resistant     

-Path of least resistance Ex. “It’s easier for me to use a music stand"
-Hesitant to change “This is how I do it"
-Resist critique “Don’t tell me what to play” “Criticism devastates me"

B. Assistant

-Have a measure of gifting 
-Ready to follow good leadership
-Always want to “Make it Better"
-Ask for critique because they know it’s better for them and the church



3. GIFTED

A. Narcissist

-Prideful
-Insecure
-Views gifting as a way to get love and acceptance

B. Servant

-Healthy fear of God and their gift
-Lead from love and acceptance
-Builds up others
-Uses gift to bless your church while staying humble

When we make it about us...our worship is a bust

Do you have the wrong people on your stage/team?

HAVE A CONVERSATION

1. Cast Vision
2. Make Deposits
3. Withdraw in love


